Abstract. Bruss 1987 has studied a continuous-time generalization of the so-called secretary problem, where options arise according to homogeneous Poisson processes with an unknown intensity o f . In this note, the solution is extended to the case with random availability, that is, there exists a xed known probability p0 p 1 of availability, and the number of o ering chances allowed at most is m 1. The case when the probability o f a vailability depends on m is also studied.
Introduction
Bruss 1987 has studied the following problem. A decision maker has been allowed a xed time T in which to nd an apartment. Opportunities to inspect apartments occur at the epochs of a homogeneous Poisson process of unknown intensity . The decision maker inspects each apartment immediately when the opportunity arises, and he must decide immediately whether to accept or not. At any epoch he is able to rank a given apartment among all those inspected to date, where all permutations of ranks are equally likely and independent of the Poisson process. The objective is to maximize the probability of selecting the best apartment from those if any available in the interval 0; T . This is an extension of the problem studied by C o wan and Zabczyk 1976, who assume that the intensity of the process is known. Bruss 1987 has shown that if the prior density of the intensity of the Poisson process is an exponential with the rate parameter a 0, then the optimal stopping rule is to accept the rst relatively best option if any after time s = T + a=e , a. Sakaguchi 1989 has studied the full-information problem. These problems may be regarded as the extended problem of the classical secretary problem, whose history is reviewed in the papers of Ferguson 1989 and Samuels 1991. This note extends Bruss' problem to the problem in which each o wner of apartment can accept the o er proposed by apartment's searcher with a xed known probability p0 p 1; q= 1 =8g; : : :for large n in the no-information secretary problem with probability p of availability, which has been solved by Ano, Tamaki, and Hu1996. They have studied the case of a xed sample size n of apartments and shown that the optimal stopping rule is to give an o er the rst relatively best option which appears at period s m or after period s m .
In Section 2, we formulate the problem. Section 3 gives the optimal stopping rule for the cases with m = 1 ; 2. Section 4 involves a consideration of the general case with m 3. Section 5 considers the case when the probability o f a vailability depends on m. When l = 1, the prior gamma density equals an exponential density. Hereafter we focus on the case of l = 1, because then we can show that the one-step look-ahead function de ned later is independent o f i.
Formulation
We de ne the state of the process as i; m; s, when we observe that the ith option arriving at time s is the relatively best option, and we can o er more m options thereafter. Let W m i s denote the maximum probability of obtaining the best option starting from state i; m; s. Similarly, let U m i sV m i s be the corresponding probability when we make an o erwe don't make an o er to the current relatively best option and proceed optimally thereafter. Then, by the principle of optimality, w e h a ve for i; m 1, The rst inequality follows from the second part of the hypothesis A2, and the last one follows from the rst part of the hypothesis A2. The proof is complete. 5. Availability probability depends on m.
We assume that p m q m+1 =p m+1 p m,1 q m =p m ; q m = 1 , p m for m = 2 ; 3; : : : .
Under this assumption, we can see that the one-step look-ahead stopping rule for this problem is optimal. By the same method developed in Sections 2,3,and 4, we have the following one-step look-ahead function, 
